CALL FOR PROPOSALS
OVERVIEW

The Catholic Psychotherapy Association seeks
individual papers, panels, workshops, and poster
presentations for its 2023 Annual Conference taking
place April 20-23, 2023, in San Diego, CA. The
deadline for general submissions is July 3, 2022.
Submissions to be considered for poster
presentations may be made until December 1, 2022.
The CPA is dedicated to supporting mental health
practitioners by promoting the development of
psychological theory and mental health practice
which encompasses a full understanding of the
human person and society in communion with the
Magisterium of the Catholic Church. To learn more
about the CPA, read our mission and vision here.
We are an interdisciplinary group of mental health
professionals including clinical, academic, student,
affiliate, clergy, religious and ecclesial members. We
seek to provide our members with quality continuing
education. We are especially concerned with the
integration of sound empirical research, effective
clinical practice, and authentic Catholic spirituality.
We are seeking proposals for the following types of
presentations:
1. Individual or Co-Presentation (1-3 participants)
(90 minutes)
2. Thematic Panel Presentation (3 or more
participants) (90 minutes)
3. Applied Workshop Presentation (90-180
minutes) – longer workshops involving more
in-depth learning and practical application of a
particular skill, technique, or approach
4. Poster Presentation
Presentations may be in the following categories:

•
•
•
•

Clinical Applications
Research (review of findings/literature)
Anthropology & Theology
Theoretical & Conceptual (psychological
theories, models)
• Poster Presentation (practice, research, or
theory-based)

REQUIRED DOCUMENTATION

Proposals shall include the following material/
documentation:
1. Title of the proposed paper or presentation
(100 characters or less)
2. Learning objectives (3 per hour) - link to
instructional guide
3. Brief abstract (100-150 words) to include on the
website/in the program, should the proposal be
accepted. The abstract should provide the
reader with a good understanding of what to
expect to see and gain from the presentation.
4. References/citations of recent and foundational
literature supporting this presentation. These
must be in APA format and include at least 3
peer-reviewed references (journal articles, etc)
published within the past 5 years.
5. Resume or Curriculum Vitae for the proposed
presenter, documenting previous related
presentations, education and experience.
6. Level of content (beginner = no prerequisite
material; intermediate = prerequisites beyond
graduate school recommended; advanced =
intended for an audience who has specific
prerequisite training (eg psychological
assessment, clinical supervisor training)
7. Intended audience (eg. mental health
professionals, spiritual directors…) and
instruction methodology (lecture,
demonstration, etc) - not required for poster
presentations.

THEME & DESIRED TOPICS
The theme of the 2022 CPA conference is “In the
Beginning… Etiology, Treatment and Healing of
Human Sexuality.” The conference will feature
educational sessions based upon our understanding
of the human person according to Catholic
anthropology. Particular focus will be given to ways
in which human brokenness is made manifest within
relationships and vocation. Current issues affecting
all vocations in areas related to human sexuality will
be discussed. Definitions of healthy human sexuality
as created and intended by God with fidelity to the
Magisterium will be explored.

Catholic mental health and affiliated professionals must
be formed, informed, and equipped to address these
concerns in ways that are ethically sound, empirically
supported, and faithful to Catholic anthropology. The
conference will address the etiology and treatment of a
wide array of wounds affecting the sexuality of persons
in all vocations in areas including moral development,
fidelity and fruitfulness. Particular attention will be given
to topics related to etiology (medical, psychological,
social, and spiritual), evidence-based treatment and legal
protection for the Catholic therapist.
Embodiment of and witnessing to the Catholic
understanding of the human person takes many forms,
most of which require a great deal of grace and courage.
As the Catholic Church at large embraces the upcoming
synod, the Catholic Psychotherapy Association aims to
serve the Church by addressing issues of human
sexuality to help individuals restore communion and
participation in the Church and discover their mission.

REVIEW CRITERIA

Greater consideration will be given to presentations
with an interactive format, creative/original
content, and timely subject matter relevant to the
theme of this year's conference. Each submission
will be scored according to its apparent faith
relevance, faithfulness to Catholic teaching,
empirical/scientific basis, and practical application.
Please note, if you submit for an individual session
but your proposal is not accepted, you may be
asked to join a panel or present a poster.
BENEFIT TO SPEAKERS
Plenary Speakers receive an honorarium, travel
voucher, and free admission to the conference
Breakout Speakers and Panelists receive discounted
registration for the conference
PREFERRED METHOD OF SUBMISSION
Complete submissions on our form, here, on or
before July 3, 2022. Submissions not completed by
this date may not be considered.

POSSIBLE CONTENT AREAS
1. Explore definitions of healthy human sexuality
2. Learn treatment models that address the medical, psychological, social and spiritual etiology for
various manifestations of sexual woundedness
3. Practice application of treatment models via mock cases, workshops, and discussion
4. Develop the ethical integration of faith in clinical practice and how to apply treatment models without
legal ramifications
5. Integrate the studies of Positive Psychology and the virtues, as defined by the field of Psychology, with
Catholic anthropology
6. Support mental health professionals encountering challenges to their beliefs and ethical dilemmas in
their areas of work, practice, research and study.
7. Evaluate manifestations of psychological, relational and attachment trauma and how these affect
vocational and relational functioning
8. Evaluate diagnosis and treatment of sexually-oriented behavior, addiction, obsession, and aversion
9. Forming clinicians in the ethical treatment of controversial moral issues such as unwanted same-sex
attraction and gender dysphoria
10. Strategize the marketing and provision of pastoral ministry and mental health services to populations
that may feel marginalized by both Catholic and secular communities

